Atmospheric Circulation Drivers of Extreme High Water Level Events at Foggy Island Bay, Alaska
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Abstract: The northern coast of Alaska is experiencing significant climatic change enhancing hazards from reduced sea ice and increased coastal erosion. This same region is home to offshore oil/gas activities. Foggy Island Bay is one region along the Beaufort Sea coast with planned offshore oil/gas development that will need to account for the changing climate. High water levels impact infrastructure through coastal erosion and flooding hazards. In this study, 21 high water level events exceeding the top 95th percentile were identified at the gauge in Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (adjacent to Foggy Island Bay) over 1990–2018. All 21 events, and many non-extreme days with elevated water levels, were associated with strong westerly winds according to station records. Storm systems were generally found to be a key driver of westerly winds in the region according to downscaled reanalysis and storm track data. A dynamically downscaled global climate model projection from CMIP5 indicated that days with westerly wind events may become more frequent as storms strengthen and have longer durations by 2100 in the Foggy Island Bay region. Coupled with the anticipated continued decline in sea ice, the northern coast of Alaska may experience more frequent high water events over the next ~80 years.
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1. Introduction

The Arctic contains significant oil and gas resources [1] that are being considered for or are undergoing commercial development. Climate change in the Arctic may benefit these development opportunities but also bring challenges. These challenges include impacts from changing storminess, coastal erosion, and melting permafrost. The planning for potential offshore oil and gas development in Foggy Island Bay (located in Stefansson Sound), Alaska (see Figure 1) is facing these competing forces from climate change. Here, as is the case throughout the Arctic, the climate is warming faster than in lower latitudes [2,3] and is projected to continue to warm in the coming decades. The placement of on-shore infrastructure to support the offshore island is potentially vulnerable to coastal erosion and flooding from storms. Storms that cause such flooding events are common in coastal areas of Alaska [4,5]. Understanding the role and possible future conditions of these storms in the Foggy Island Bay region is important to safely plan for future commercial development.

Communities along the Beaufort Sea coast of Alaska are vulnerable to coastal flooding [6]. The occurrence of high wave events, storm surges, and coastal flooding is tied to the strength and direction of the winds. In Alaska, the largest storm surges are associated with strong southwesterly winds due to extratropical cyclones in the Bering Sea impacting the west coast of Alaska [4] while strong winds over 13 m/s were found to be a key driver of similar events at Utqiagvik [7]. Strong westerly winds have been reported to occur in conjunction with historical storm surge events/high water levels along the Beaufort Sea coast in the vicinity of Foggy Island Bay [8–10]. The presence of sea ice and landfast ice that
reduce or eliminate the fetch during much of the year strongly influence the surge levels, and although significant water level fluctuations occur beneath the sea ice, coastal impacts from overland flooding is reduced by the impeding ice cover [7,11].

Near-surface winds in the vicinity of Foggy Island Bay and adjacent Prudhoe Bay are predominantly easterly [12]. These easterly winds generally occur under the influence of the Beaufort High centered to the north [13,14]. During the summer months sea breezes also form in the area [15–19]. In northern Alaska, coastal flooding from storm surges is often associated with westerly wind events [9]. Westerly winds in the region occur when a storm system is centered over the Beaufort Sea and increased cyclone activity there is correlated with a weaker Beaufort High [20].

There is some uncertainty in the historical trends of winds and storms in northern Alaska. Historically, mean and 95th percentile wind speeds have increased since 1979 along the Beaufort Sea coast according to reanalysis data [21] although there are mixed trends in station data [22]. Historical trends in storm tracks generally do not show coherent signals but there is evidence that strong or extreme storms are becoming more frequent in the Arctic Basin, especially in winter [23,24]. For the Foggy Island Bay region, enhanced storminess is corroborated by a trend toward a weakened Beaufort High [20] and recent years that experienced a “collapse” of the same feature [25,26]. Beyond the atmospheric circulation parameters, Arctic sea ice extent has displayed a notable decline over the satellite record providing more fetch for wave/surge development. In northern Alaska, the frequency of high wind events is anticipated to increase especially during the fall and winter [27,28], which, coupled with declining sea ice, may be a recipe for more frequent high water events.

The economic importance of the Foggy Island Bay study area, uncertain regional climatic trends in winds/storms over the observational record, and its vulnerability to coastal flooding impacts make understanding the drivers, and potential changes, of such events important for planning. The primary objectives of this study are to (1) link historical high-water events with atmospheric drivers; and (2) develop future projections for how such wind or storm events might change. While tides and sea level rise are also important factors in determining historical and future coastal water levels, this study primarily focuses on the atmospheric drivers.
2. Materials and Methods

Historical and future projections of gridded hourly meteorological variables of wind, temperature, and sea level pressure were obtained from the Scenarios Network for Alaska and Arctic Planning and are available online at https://registry.opendata.aws/wrf-alaska-snap/ (accessed on 1 August 2018). These are an hourly, 20 km spatial resolution dynamically downscaled data set covering all of Alaska and adjacent land and ocean areas based on the ERA-Interim Reanalysis (1979–2015). Similarly downscaled future projections over 1970–2100 from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Coupled Physical Model, version 3 (GFDL) and National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model, version 4 (CCSM) were also obtained. The downscaled GFDL and CCSM models include a historical simulation (1970–2005) and RCP 8.5 scenario (2006–2100); however, this study is focused on the 1979–2100 period. These two global climate models were downscaled because they provided the best simulations of temperature, precipitation, and sea level pressure for the Alaska region based on an evaluation of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, phase 5 models [29]. All three data products described above were downscaled using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [30] within a domain that spanned all of Alaska and adjacent areas of Canada, Russia, and the Arctic Ocean [31–33]. For the dynamical downscaling procedure, WRF utilized the Morrison 2-moment microphysics [34] and the Grell 3D cumulus scheme, while radiative effects were parameterized by the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) for GCMs [35]. The boundary layer was modeled via the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic scheme [36], while Janjic eta was used for surface processes. The full description of the physics packages, domain and model setup are described in Bieniek et al. [31]. Sea ice concentrations were prescribed in the WRF downscaling simulations and were directly interpolated to the 20 km grid from the input ERA-Interim, GFDL and CCSM data sets. Therefore, the sea ice concentrations available with the downscaled data were used in our analysis for ease of comparison with the other downscaled meteorological variables. Sea ice was assessed in a limited area in the vicinity of Foggy Island Bay within a 69.5°–73° N latitude and 142°–152° W longitude box (see Figure 2a).

Storm activity and tracks were quantified and evaluated using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research Reanalysis 1 (R1) to capture a larger domain than was available in the high-resolution downscaled data.
described above. Individual cyclones were identified and tracked through time using the storm tracking algorithm described by Zhang et al. [37] on the R1 6-hourly gridded sea level pressure fields at 2.5° spatial resolution. The storm tracking algorithm was also applied to the downscaled ERA-Interim, GFDL and CCSM after interpolation to the same spatial and temporal resolution as R1 for comparison.

Due to the lack of station data in the region additional validation of the downscaled winds was conducted against the higher spatial resolution and more temporally limited 1979–2009 historical data from the Chukchi-Beaufort High-Resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis (CBHAR), which is available online at https://portal.aoons.org/ (accessed on 10 August 2018). Like the 20 km downscaled data described above, CBHAR was also produced using WRF driven by ERA-Interim, but it also included additional data assimilation from station and satellite data sources [38]. These data were able to more accurately capture many nuances of the wind field in the region [39] making them an excellent data source for validation purposes.

The CBHAR and 20km downscaled ERA-Interim data compare favorably for daily 90th percentile threshold wind speeds for each month in the overlapping 1979–2009 period (Figure 2). Similar results were found in overall long-term monthly means (not shown). Larger discrepancies primarily occur farther inland from the coast. This study utilized a bias-corrected station wind product based on the 20 km dynamically downscaled data available online at http://windtool.accap.uaf.edu/ (accessed 15 September 2020) for analysis of weather station winds. These corrected hourly wind speed data were produced via quantile mapping adjustments to quality controlled station data [27]. This study used these daily bias-corrected data for the Deadhorse Airport unless otherwise explicitly noted.

Water level and meteorological data were obtained from the nearest tide gauge station located at Prudhoe Bay (https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/stationhome.html?id=9497645; accessed on 1 February 2019), which is less than 30 km west of Foggy Island Bay. Winds were obtained from the tide station but were not measured at a standard 10 m height and are therefore only presented for limited cases when explicitly noted. Additional hourly meteorological data from the Deadhorse Airport (also located near Prudhoe Bay), was obtained from https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/download.phtml (accessed on 15 September 2020), and was used only when hourly data was needed for validation purposes of the downscaled wind data described above.

Analysis of the data was conducted via standard statistical methods including the Pearson correlation coefficient. Trends were assessed using the Theil-Sen estimator approach and the significance was evaluated using the Mann–Kendall trend test. A simple map clustering approach using pattern correlation [40] was employed to objectively group similar sea level pressure patterns.

3. Results

3.1. Local Impacts of Wind Events

The historical frequency of observed daily maximum water levels were compared with mean daily wind direction observed at Deadhorse and are shown in Figure 3a. The windrose computed for the Deadhorse Airport station based on hourly data (Figure 3d) shows that winds are most frequently from the east and northeast with a smaller secondary peak from the west. Winds during the highest water level event bins in Figure 3a are predominantly from a westerly direction. Conversely, lower water levels are often associated with easterly winds, although there are instances of westerly winds as well. Wind speeds recorded at Deadhorse during high and low water levels were generally more mixed (Figure 3b) with stronger and weaker winds occurring more evenly across the distribution than wind direction.
The 21 days with the highest water levels exceeding the 95th percentile were ranked (Table 1). These highest water level events all occurred under westerly wind conditions according to the wind data collected at the tide gauge. This is also reflected by the analysis of all daily wind and water level conditions presented in Figure 3a as events with the highest water levels all occurred under westerly wind regimes while the lowest water levels occurred during easterly winds. There were 38 days with mean wind speeds exceeding 15 m/s during the period analyzed. Only four days with winds in this highest category occurred under westerly wind conditions while the rest were under easterly winds. Most of the highest water levels occurred on days when daily average winds fell in the more common 10–15 m/s range. The daily maximum wind speeds for the 95th percentile water level events fell within a range of 12.7–22.3 m/s at the location of the tide gauge. According to the hourly station wind data at Deadhorse, strong winds exceeding 20 m/s occur most frequently under easterly winds (Figure 3b).

Fetch due to open water is a key factor for high water events under high winds. The average ice concentrations in the waters bounded to the south by the coast, to the north at 73° N, and east–west 152–142° E, were derived from the downscaled ERA-Interim reanalysis. The sea ice is an interpolation to the 20 km downscaled grid as the surface boundary forcing field in the WRF model [31] and comes from the passive microwave products ingested into the original ERA-Interim reanalysis [41]. These “downscaled” sea ice fields were used for consistency with the downscaled global climate model data that will be presented later in this section. The daily mean sea ice concentrations below an arbitrary threshold of 80% within the box described above were aligned with the observed water levels (Figure 3c). The days with the highest water levels tended to occur when ice concentrations were lower than 80%. However, there were multiple days during the winter
months when relatively high water levels were measured and sea ice concentrations were greater than 90%.

**Table 1.** Water level (m) extremes exceeding the daily 95th percentile with maximum daily wind speed (m/s) and mean wind direction (degrees) from the tide gauge station at Prudhoe Bay (1990–2017). Minimum storm central pressure (hPa) and total duration of the storm (h) impacting the region identified by the storm tracking algorithm using R1 are also shown. Water levels include storm surges, astronomic tides, and seasonal water level variations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Water Level</th>
<th>Wind Speed</th>
<th>Wind Direction</th>
<th>Storm Central Pressure</th>
<th>Storm Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 August 2000</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>993.4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 July 2003</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>975.9</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 October 2002</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>983.3</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 July 2008</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>982.6</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 August 2002</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>979.8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 February 2011</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>977.1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 August 2003</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>987.5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 July 2016</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>990.5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November 2013</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>971.1</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 September 1994</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>1003.1</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 July 2004</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>998.9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 September 2018</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>985.1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 January 2017</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>992.4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 October 2002</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>984.0</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 September 2016</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>982.4</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 August 1997</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>988.6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 January 2004</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1002.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 August 1994</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>976.9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 December 2008</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>999.1</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 July 2003</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>983.3</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 July 2017</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>996.7</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The extreme events primarily occurred during Jul–Oct but a few events occurred during the winter months (Table 1) when the presence of sea ice can impede the formation of high water levels. The seasonality of all westerly wind events and antecedent wind speed and ice conditions are shown in Figure 4. Historically, most westerly wind events occur in Dec–Jan with a minimum in Jun–Jul (Figure 4a) and is reflected in both the downscaled reanalysis and station observations. The average wind speeds associated with westerly wind events is similar throughout the year ranging from 4 to 5 m/s (Figure 4b). Regional sea ice concentrations during westerly wind events are high in most months except during the summer and fall (Figure 4c). The two downscaled climate model projections in our analysis both indicated increased frequencies of westerly wind events starting in the fall and extending into early winter and declines or no trends later in the winter and summer over 2015–2100. The wind speeds during these events are projected to increase, especially in Nov–Jan in GFDL. Sea ice concentrations during westerly wind events are anticipated to decline throughout the year with changes of around 100% (i.e., full open water) in summer, fall and early winter.

The overall decadal average number of westerly wind events per year near Foggy Island Bay spanning the historical and future projections is shown in Figure 5. During the historical 1980–2010 period, the station observations and downscaled reanalysis correspond well, although the station tended to have more events than the downscaled reanalysis. The station had approximately 160 days with westerly winds per year in the 1990s and 2010s and the 2000s was the lowest decade with 149 days per year. The 2000s minimum was more pronounced in the reanalysis than in the station data. The projections diverge with CCSM showing flat or even declines whiles GFDL had an increased number of days with westerly winds, especially starting in the 2060s. For GFDL the mean number of days per year was
161 in 2010–2050 and increased to 173 in 2060–2100. For CCSM, the mean number of days per year was 152 in 2010–2050 and declined to 147. These changes reflect a projected 7% increase and 3% decrease in the annual frequency of days with westerly winds between the two periods in GFDL and CCSM, respectively.

The daily sea level pressure patterns, wind speeds, and wind vectors associated with the extreme events in Table 1 are shown in Figure 6. All days feature a low pressure system centered over the Beaufort Sea. Two general pressure patterns emerged based on the map typing analysis. The most common were days with storms centered directly north of Foggy Island Bay spanning the historical and future projections is shown in Figure 5. The location of the storm centers was accurately captured by the independent storm tracking algorithm and the multiple centers reflect the 6-hour time step of the algorithm and underlying data.

Figure 4. Monthly historical climatology (1991–2010; lines) and projected percent change over 2015–2100 (bars) for the (a) number of days with westerly winds, (b) average wind speed on days with westerly winds, and (c) daily average sea ice concentration during westerly wind days. Trends significant at the 95% or greater level are marked with an asterisk along the x-axis.

Figure 5. Historical and projected decadal average counts of days with westerly winds. Units are days per year. The decadal average counts of events in the CCSM and GFDL projections were delta bias-corrected using the historical mean difference from the observations.

3.2. Large-Scale Atmospheric Drivers

The daily sea level pressure patterns, wind speeds, and wind vectors associated with the extreme events in Table 1 are shown in Figure 6. All days feature a low pressure system centered over the Beaufort Sea. Two general pressure patterns emerged based on the map...
typing analysis. The most common were days with storms centered directly north of the study area. This placement of the cyclone generally brings westerly or west-northwest winds into Foggy Island Bay. A secondary pattern with storms centered farther east was present on a few of the days and also brought westerly winds to the region. There was a broad range of daily mean wind speeds according to the downscaled reanalysis on these days with some exceeding 14–15 m/s and others with much weaker winds. However, rapidly evolving storm conditions that lasted a short duration during the day may have been washed out in the daily means. The location of the storm centers was accurately captured by the independent storm tracking algorithm and the multiple centers reflect the 6-h time step of the algorithm and underlying data.

Figure 6. Sea level pressures (gray contour lines), wind speeds (m/s, shading), wind vectors, and the locations of storm centers (red X) for the days with extreme high water levels listed in Table 1. The 25 July 2017 event is not shown as it was outside of the available date range of the downscaled ERA-Interim. The map classification (N—north; E—east) is shown along with the date in the label on each panel.

At the annual scale, higher numbers of storms tracking into the Foggy Island Bay region (see blue box in Figure 7) were associated with more frequent elevated water levels >0 m (correlation 0.62 annual storm counts vs. annual water level frequencies). Annually, storms with deeper central pressures and longer durations were also correlated with more frequently elevated water levels (correlations −0.47 and 0.30, respectively). Likewise, more frequent, stronger, and longer duration storms were annually associated with more frequent westerly winds and stronger wind events. At the daily scale, 73% of days that had a storm identified in the region had concurrent westerly winds at Foggy Island Bay during
the historical period (storms with centers located on the far edges of the box may have more limited influence). The origins of the individual storms that tracked into the Beaufort Sea region on the 21 days with highest water levels were quite variable and are shown in Figure 7. There were 28 storms associated with the extreme days according to the storm tracking algorithm that intersected with the region. Many storms (~12) formed locally, and nearly two thirds of all the storms counted formed within the Arctic. Some of the local storm generation may be due to storm systems that tracked longer distances but split while transiting into the region. Most storms that tracked from outside of the Beaufort Sea region formed along the Siberian coast while a few (i.e., 3–5) storms tracked from northern Japan and Asia. However, there was no coherent pattern in the origin of the storms that led to the high water events. Generally the storms associated with the 21 extreme events were within the Foggy Island Bay region for 58.9 h on average (Table 1). However, the durations ranged from as little as 12 h to over 100 h in a few instances. There was a slight positive correlation (0.25) between the minimum central pressure and duration of the storms for the extreme events. This indicates that storms with weaker (i.e., higher) central pressures tended to be in the region longer prior to the extreme events than stronger storms.

![Figure 7. Origin locations of cyclones identified based on the R1 sea level pressure data in the region on days with extreme high levels listed in Table 1. The blue box denotes the region in which storms needed to be located at least once during each day to be included.](image)

When all daily water levels were correlated more broadly with sea level pressure a negative correlation was found with its maximum (~−0.5) centered over the Beaufort Sea (Figure 8a). Relatively weak positive correlations (~0.18) with daily water level are also found farther south in the Gulf of Alaska and southern Bering Sea. This pattern of correlations indicates that lower pressures over the Beaufort Sea generally occur in conjunction with higher water levels at Prudhoe/Foggy Island Bay. The westerly component of near surface winds in the same area is similarly correlated with sea level pressure (Figure 8b). The strongest westerly winds occur under low pressure in the Beaufort Sea with high pressure over the Bering Sea.
Trends in seasonal historical sea level pressure (SLP) and the long-term average climatological values over 1979–2017 are shown in Figure 9a–d. The historical climatologies all exhibit the Beaufort High centered north of Alaska, to varying degrees, throughout the year. There were only limited statistically significant trends in sea level pressure in the Beaufort Sea region over the historical period. Most significant trends occurred elsewhere in the region such as over the Chukchi Sea in Sep-Nov or the Bering Sea in Mar-May. Over the Beaufort, trends were mixed over most seasons except for Sep-Nov when there were the most widespread declines on the order of $-0.5$ hPa per year. Although not having statistical significance, such declines in pressure would be consistent with increasing storminess.

While change over the historical observational period was generally subdued, more substantial changes are anticipated as the climate warms over the 21st century. Projected changes in sea level pressure according to the two downscaled global climate models over 2015–2100 are shown in Figure 9e–l. Both projections suggest that SLP will decline in Sep–Nov and Dec–Feb over the Beaufort Sea north of Alaska (around $-0.3$ and $-0.8$ hPa per year in CCSM and GFDL, respectively) with mixed or weaker trends in Mar–May and Jun–Aug. The downscaled GFDD projection generally has the most significant downward trends of the two estimates. The model historical climatologies for 1979–2017 for each season are also displayed in Figure 9e–l for reference.

Related to the past and future anticipated changes in SLP described above, understanding variability and change in storm activity is important to consider possible futures for extreme water level events. As was the case with the historical westerly winds and storms described earlier in this section, the storms identified in the box outlined in Figure 7 were present on 67–81% of days with westerly winds at Foggy Island Bay in GFDL and CCSM (and was generally consistent through 2005–2100). The decadal averages of the annual counts of storms tracking into the Foggy Island Bay region has generally increased since 1979 according to the available data (Figure 10a). Little or no change in the annual frequency of storminess is anticipated in future decades according to the two downscaled global climate model projections. However, declines in the central pressure (i.e., strengthening) of the storms is anticipated by both projections by 2100 (Figure 10b). Future change is more mixed with annual average duration of storms in the Foggy Island Bay region with GFDL showing increases and CCSM having declines (Figure 10c). Increases in either the strength or durations of storms could potentially result in enhanced westerly winds and increased likelihoods of extreme high water level events.
Figure 9. Seasonal sea level pressure trends and historical climatology for downscaled (a–d) ERA-Interim for, (e–h) CCSM, and (i–l) GFDL. Colors are sea level pressure trends (hPa/yr). Hatching denotes regions of trends significant at the 95% or greater level according to the Mann–Kendall test. Trends for ERA-Interim cover the 1979–2017 period while CCSM and GFDL are for the future 2015–2100 projection. Contours denote the historical climatologies (1979–2017) for the downscaled ERA-Interim reanalysis, CCSM and GFDL.
the strength or durations of storms could potentially result in enhanced westerly winds and increased likelihoods of extreme high water level events.

Figure 10. Historical and projected decadal average (a) number of storms per year, (b) central pressure of storms (hPa), and (c) storm duration (hours) for storms entering the region shown by the box in Figure 7. The decadal average counts of events in the CCSM and GFDL projections were delta bias-corrected using the historical mean difference from R1.

4. Discussion

The results paint a picture of high-water events in Foggy Island Bay being linked to westerly winds that arise from the passage of storm systems, which may increase in frequency into the future under climate change. Westerly winds and high water levels were found to be negatively correlated with sea level pressure north of Alaska. This is indicative of increased westerlies being associated with enhanced storminess over the Beaufort Sea, which was confirmed by the positive correlations between water levels, westerly winds and the numbers of storms occurring in the region. Individual storms centered either to the north or east of Foggy Island Bay were also tied to individual extreme events. These results are also consistent with prior studies connecting sea level pressure patterns and high winds at the nearby Deadhorse Airport [28] and westerly wind events along the Beaufort Sea coast [9]. Many of the storms associated with the extreme high water events originated within the region, which is consistent with results of a prior analysis of storms, albeit in winter, over the Beaufort Sea [25].

While not a direct focus of this study, tides and sea states also play an important role in modulating coastal water levels. Astronomic tides in the region are small and the Prudhoe Bay tide gauge shows a total astronomic tidal range <25 cm with winds and low pressures (inverse barometer effects) accounting for the greatest water level variations. The mechanism by which winds force changes in coastal water levels is through Ekman dynamics with westerly winds along an east–west oriented coastline producing an increase or setup of coastal water levels (a surge) as well downwelling of surface waters, while easterly winds produce a lowering or setdown of the coastal water level and upwelling of deeper water to the surface (e.g., [42]). Maximum recorded setup and setdown are about equal. Furthermore, note that the coastal water level increases noted in the Prudhoe
Bay record (Table 1) are likely a combination of mode 0 (storm surge) and higher level, propagating coastal trapped wave modes (e.g., [43]) but the high correlation between local winds and water levels indicate that the primary response is due to direct wind forcing. A more detailed analysis of the contribution of the different coastal trapped wave modes is beyond the scope of the current manuscript.

The results showed that the westerly wind forcing of high water level events was correlated with storms and, more broadly, with regional sea level pressures. Historically, trends in sea level pressure across the Beaufort Sea and extending northward over the Arctic Ocean in most seasons were mixed over 1979–2017. The Sep-Nov period featured declining trends but these were generally of low significance. Annually, the number of storms increased over the historical record since 1979 in the Foggy Island Bay region. Prior studies have shown a strengthening of the Beaufort High in this region over the historical record in the summer months (e.g., [14,44]). However, recent declines in the strength of the Beaufort High have been noted in the winter [26] and annually [20]. A weakened Beaufort High allows for greater cyclone activity over the Arctic [20], which could result in more frequent or intense westerly wind events at Foggy Island Bay depending on the trajectory of the storm systems. Many of these storms originated locally or in the Arctic, which is consistent with prior analysis of storms impacting the Beaufort Sea [45] and more broadly in the Arctic [20,24,37,46]. There was a positive trend in the historical frequency of storms impacting the study region, but future projections of change appeared weak or mixed. The most pronounced anticipated change was a deepening or strengthening (and a possible increase in duration according to GFDL) of storms by 2100. Strengthening of storms has been tied to reduced sea ice coverage [47] but the specific mechanisms for explaining changes in the storm characteristics in the Foggy Island Bay region are uncertain. General trends of Arctic storms in observational data over the historical record are generally mixed by season, region and even the data source/methodology [48]. Trend signals also emerged based on our analysis of the downscaled future projections of sea level pressure, although there was a noteworthy divergence between the future trajectories of GFDL and CCSM. The CCSM simulation does not capture the historical Beaufort High as well as GFDL, and CCSM had more storms per year on average than GFDL or the reanalysis in the overlapping historical period (146 per year in CCSM vs. approximately 131 per year in all others). The CCSM model that was used to generate the data that drove the WRF downscaled simulations for this study had a known bias toward lower sea level pressure over the Arctic [49]. This bias adds uncertainty to the use of the CCSM projection in this study therefore it may be prudent to highlight GFDL when the results diverge. However, as was the case for observational trends in Arctic storminess, the projected trends from the broader range of CMIP5 global climate models and scenarios are generally mixed [48]. A previous analysis of CMIP5 projections from global and regional climate models anticipated a decline in the frequency of cyclones over the Beaufort Sea in winter [50]. This projected winter decline is also apparent when looking across various ensembles of global climate models associated with CMIP3, 5 and 6 (it is even more prominent in CMIP6), while increased storminess is generally anticipated in the summer [51].

The GFDL showed statistically significant anticipated declines in sea level pressure over the Beaufort Sea and Arctic over 2015–2100 in all seasons. This would indicate a decline in the strength of the Beaufort High and therefore an increase in storminess, which would be due to increases in either the duration or strength of storms and not the overall number based on our results. Consistent with our findings, a projected increase in wave-driven erosion along the Beaufort Sea coast by 2081–2100 was found based on wave modeling using five CMIP5 global climate model projections and was similarly attributed to a weakened Beaufort High [52]. These historical and projected changes in storminess related to variability in the strength of the Beaufort High are therefore a key large-scale atmospheric driver of westerly winds and high water events along the coast in the Foggy Island Bay region.
Change in past and future frequency of extreme high water events in Foggy Island Bay is intertwined with change in winds, storms, and sea ice. While westerly winds are projected to increase based on our analysis, sea ice, which is a key secondary driver of events, has declined over the observational record and is anticipated to continue to do so. Besides the anticipated changes in the atmospheric drivers, a rise in relative sea level (SLR) is also anticipated, potentially exasperating coastal impacts and erosion. Climate model-based scenarios suggest a rise in SLR to be between 0.7 and 2 m between 2000 and 2100, albeit linear extrapolation of the current measured trend at the Prudhoe Bay tide gauge (3.4 ± 1.44 mm/yr from 1988 to 2021) suggests ~25 cm by the year 2100 [53].

In summary, historical wind speeds in the region have experienced a slight increase over the last 2–3 decades based on reanalysis data along with an upward trend in the annual counts of storms, and an increase in open water that resulted in increased ocean wave heights [54]. The frequency of high wind events has also increased over the Beaufort Sea region [21]. Future projections according to a subset of models from CMIP5 indicated that mean and high wind speeds will increase over the Beaufort Sea and at Deadhorse [28]. The seasonality analysis of westerly wind events found that most events occur in Dec-Jan with a minimum during the summer. The frequency of events during the fall and winter is also projected to increase based on our analysis of the downscaled climate models. While sea ice is anticipated to decline during the fall/winter, high water events, including extreme events, were found to occur during the winter months with high sea ice coverage. This is consistent with prior analysis of storm surge flooding along the Beaufort Sea coast [55]. While there is uncertainty in the future frequency of storms in the Beaufort Sea, a possible increase in the strength and/or duration of storms impacting the region may enhance the frequency of westerly winds and high water events in Foggy Island Bay in the coming decades. However, confounding factors that may also impact potential future change in coastal water levels include the role of tides and sea level rise and those were not fully evaluated in this study.

5. Conclusions

High water levels in Foggy Island Bay in northern Alaska were found to occur in conjunction with westerly winds. The westerly winds are in contrast to the predominant easterly winds in this area of the Beaufort Sea coast, which are typically driven by the Beaufort High. Westerly winds in Foggy Island Bay are linked with the passage of low pressure storm systems north and east of the region. Historical trends in sea level pressure were generally mixed throughout the year, although there are indications in the literature that the Beaufort High has weakened in the winter months in recent decades. The results also indicated an increase in the annual number of storms impacting the region over the historical period. These factors have resulted in a slight increase in the frequency of days with westerly winds over the 1979–2015 period. The two downscaled climate model projections used in this study on the future frequency of westerly winds and associated sea level pressure from CCSM and GFDL diverge in our analysis. However, the CCSM global climate model contains known biases that increase the uncertainty of its projection over that of GFDL. The downscaled GFDL projections indicate that days with westerly winds will become more frequent over the next ~80 years as storms intensify or impact the region for longer periods and, in conjunction with more open water, may result in more high water events in Foggy Island Bay. While beyond the scope of this study, better understanding the drivers of past and potential future change in storms (number, strength, and duration) impacting northern Alaska could help to constrain the uncertainty in the projections.

The conclusions of this study can be used to inform future development in the region, specifically through the consideration of the vulnerability of coastal areas to inundation and erosion from high water storm events. Evaluation of additional climate models and scenarios, while beyond the scope of this study, could be undertaken in planning efforts to provide a broader range of the uncertainties. Additional coastal wave modeling studies focused on extreme high water events may also be necessary to better refine the interplay
of their ice, ocean, and atmospheric drivers. These more focused modeling studies should also assess the role of tides and sea level rise when evaluating future change in the extremes. As the global climate continues to warm and the Arctic experiences change and new development opportunities, forecasting such storm events will likely become increasingly important. Sustained observations, like the tide gauge at Prudhoe Bay, will be critical to develop such forecasts and monitor for changes into the future.
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